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a Laboratoire de Mecanique et Technologie, E.N.S. de Cachan/C.N.R.S./ Universite Paris 6, 

61, avenue du President Wilson, 94235 Cachan Cedex- France. 

b Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) I Toulouse, 18, Av. Edouard Belin- 31055

Toulouse Cedex - France. 

The present study concerns finite element predictions of carbon-fiber/epoxy-resin composite 

coupon delamination tests up to fracture. For these predictions, a previously-defined damage 

mesomodel of composite laminates is used and implemented in a tridimensional F.E. code. 

This F.E. software includes the interlaminar interfacial deterioration as well as the main inner 

layer damage mechanisms. This code is able to predict at any time and at any point the 

"intensities" of the different damage mechanisms up to fracture. However herein, attention is 

being focused on the identification and comparison of F.E. predictions with M55J/M 18 

carbon/epoxy experimental result<> obtained from the AEROSPATIALE company. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An initial step, which has been achieved in other studies, is to define what we call a laminate 

mesomodel. At the mesoscale, characterized by the thickness of the ply, the laminated 

structure is described as a stacking sequence of homogeneous layers throughout the thickness 

and interlaminar interfaces. The main damage mechanisms are described as: fiber breaking, 

matrix micro-cracking and adjacent layers debonding [1-3]. The single-layer model includes 

both damage and inelasticity. The interlaminar interface is defined as a two-dimensional 

mechanical model which ensures traction and displacement transfer from on ply to another. Its 

mechanical behavior depends on the angle between the fibers of two adjacent layers. 
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It is well-known that fracture simulation using a continuum damage model leads to severe 

theoretical and numerical difficulties. A second step which has also been achieved, is to 

overcome these difficulties. For laminates and, more generally, for composites, we propose 

the concept of the mesomodel: the state of damage is uniform within each meso-constituent. 

For laminates, it is uniform throughout the thickness of each single layer; as a complement, 

continuum damage models with delay effects are introduced. 

Two models have to be identified: the single layer model and the interface model [4-7,9-

11,13,16]. The appropriate tests used consist of: tension, bending, delamination. Each 

composite specimen, which contains several layers and interfaces, is computed in order to 

derive the material quantities intrinsic to the single layer or to the interlaminar interface [9-11]. 

The proposed procedure is rather simple and has been applied to various materials. Various 

comparisons with experimental results have been performed to show the possibilities and the 

limits of our proposed computational damage mechanics approach for laminates. A Finite 

Element code, devoted to stiff stress gradients, has been developed. It's an extended version of 

the F.E. code Castem 2000 (C.E.A.) [8]. Several tests of delamination propagation (DCB, 

MMF, ENF and CLS) or of initiation (edge delamination or holed plate specimens) are 

considered herein. 

We will pay special attention to the basic aspects of the finite element simulations of 

interlaminar and intralaminar damages. The finite element predictions of classical Fracture 

Mechanics coupon tests are analyzed. In particular, the value of using a Damage Mechanics 

approach for initiation prediction as well as for the interpretation of standard Fracture 

Mechanics tests, in connection with experiments [ II], is discussed. 

2. MESOMODELING CONCEPT 

Let us recall that delamination often appears as an interaction between fiber-breaking, 

transverse micro-cracking and the debonding of adjacent layers itself. For laminates, three 

different scales may easily be defined: the micro scale of the individual fiber, the meso scale 

associated with the thickness of the elementary ply, and the macro scale which is the structural 

one. Due to the small thickness of the elementary ply and to the kinematics of the deterioration 

inside the ply, it is both possible and worthwhile to derive a material model at the mesoscale. 

The one proposed in [5] is defined by two meso-constituents, a single layer and an interface 

(Figure 1). The interface is a mechanical surface connecting two adjacent layers and depends 

on the relative orientation of their fibers. 
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Figure I. Laminate modeling 

A mesomodel is then defined by adding another property: a uniform damage state is 

prescribed throughout the thickness of the elementary ply. This point plays a major role when 

one tries to simulate a crack with a damage model. Let us recall that in order to be able to 

perform a complete analysis of the delamination process in all cases, damage models with 

delay effects are introduced for the in-plane direction. One limitation of the proposed 

mesomodel is that it is able to describe only two types of macrocracks. The first type is a 

delamination crack within the interface, and the second type is the crack is orthogonal to the 

laminate with each cracked layer being completely cracked in its thickness. Let us also note 

that the (0°, 0°) interface appears to be something artificial if the material is well made. 

Normally, such an interface need not be introduced. However, such an "artificial" interface can 

be introduced for describing an initial crack in a thick layer. 

Let us recall that the single-layer model and its identification, including damage such as 

fiber-breaking and transverse micro-cracking as well as inelastic effects, were previously 

developed in [4-5]. In section 3, the single-layer model is detailed. 

3. SINGLE-LAYER MODELING 

The carbon-fiber/epoxy-resin material under consideration in this study has only one 

reinforced direction. In what follows, subscripts I, 2 and 3 designate the fiber direction, the 

transverse direction inside the layer and the normal direction, respectively. An energy is 

proposed here to predict the damage in a laminated structure [9]. The damaged material strain 

energy, by splitting the energy into a "tension" energy and a "compression" energy, is written 

in the case of the plane stress assumption. With the transverse rigidity in compression being 

supposed equal to Eg, one then obtains the following energy for the damaged-layer material:
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where <1> is a material function, that takes into accout the non-linear response in compression. 

dp, d and d' are three scalar internal variables which remain constant within the thickness. They 

define the damage of the single layer. The forces associated with the mechanical dissipation are: 

<crii>i 
= ------,- << 0 2( 1- d F )2 2 E I 

= 

+ 

<< cri;>>

2 G0 (1-d)
2

12 

<< <cr22>i >>

2 E0(1-d')2
2 

where <X>+ is the positive part of X and << >> denotes the mean value within the thickness. 

For static loadings, the damage evolution law can be formally written: 

d I t = Ad (Y d I,. y d' I 't , 't � t ) ; d' I t = Ad' (Y d I 't' y d' I 't , 't � t )

where the operators Ad and Ad' are material characteristics. The operator Ad is drawn for 

instance in Figure 2. dp corresponds to a brittle fracture mechanism. More details, in particular 

for the modeling of inelastic strains, can be found in [ 4, 7 ,9). 
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Figure 2. Shear damage evolution of the elementary ply for the M55J/M 18 material. 

4. INTERLAMINAR INTERFACE MODELING 

4.1. Damage kinematics of the interface 

The interlaminar connection is thus modeled as a two-dimensional entity which ensures 

stress and displacement transfers from one ply to another. The diagram leading to the 

definition of the interface is classical for isotropic bi-materials. The interlaminar connection can 

be interpreted as a ply of matrix whose thickness (denoted by e) is small compared to the in

plane dimension. Therefore, the wavelength of the displacement in the normal direction N.J. is 

on the order of magnitude of the thickness, while the wavelength of the displacement fields in 

the plane is on the order of the in-plane directions. 

Figure 3. "Orthotropic" directions of the interface. 
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[U] = u+- u- = [U]1 N1 + [U]z N2 + [W] N3 ( 1) 

is the difference in displacements between the upper and lower surfaces of Q. Thus, at the first 

order, the strain energy of Q is: 

(2) 

where r is the area of the mid-plane interface, and H is a (3,3) symmetric matrix. Let us 

denote the bisectors of the fiber directions by (NI, N2 ). They are necessarily "orthotropic" 

directions of the interface, since a [91 ,9z] interface is equivalent to a [9z,9I] interface (Figure 

3). The ideas and framework which govern the interface damage model are similar to those 

used for deriving the layer damage model [5],[9]. Like in the layer model, the effect of the 

deterioration of the interlaminar connection on its mechanical behavior is taken into account by 

means of internal damage variables. The different behavior in "tension" and in "compression" 

are distinguished by splitting the strain energy into "tension-energy " and "compression

energy". More precisely, we use the following expression, as proposed in [ 10], of the energy 

per unit area. Thus, in the (N!, Nz, NJ ) axes, the elastic strain energy of the interface may be 

written as follows in stress form: 

(3)  

Three internal damage indicators, associated with the three Fracture Mechanics modes, are 

thereby introduced. 

4.2. Interfacial damage evolution laws 

These evolution laws must satisfy the Clausius-Duheim inequality. Classically, the damage 

forces, a<>sociated with the dissipated energy ffi, are introduced as follows: 

. . . 

with: ro=Yct3d3+ Yd1d1+ Yd d2 (ro :2:0 )

( 4) 
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The damage evolution laws used in this study are based on the assumption that the evolution 

of the different damage indicators is strongly coupled and driven by a unique equivalent 

damage force. The following model, developed in [13], considers that the damage evolution is 

governed by means of an equivalent damage force of the following form: 

(5) 

where y 1, y 2 and a are material parameters. In terms of delamination modes, the first term is

associated with the first opening mode, and the two others are associated with the second and 

third modes. Compared to other damage evolution laws, used for example in [5-7], an 

enhanced coupling model, associated with the parameter a, is proposed. The effect herein is to 

be able to describe Fracture Mechanics failure loci which are quite general. A damage evolution 

law is then defined by the choice of a material function W, such that: 

d3 = d1 = d2 = W(.Y) if d <I ; d3 = d1 = d2 = I otherwise

A simple ca-;e, used for application purposes, is: 

n <Y-Yo>+ n 
WCY) = [- - ]n+ l Yc-Yo (6) 

where a critical value Y c and a threshold value Y0 are introduced. High values of n correspond 

to a brittle interface. 

To summarize, the damage evolution law is defined by means of six intrinsic material 

parameters Y c. Y 0, y 1, y2, a and n. The threshold Y 0 is introduced here in order to expand the

possibility of describing both the initiation of a delamination crack and its propagation. As 

regards the initiation of a delamination crack, the significant parameters are Y 0, n and a. It will 

be shown hereafter that Y c' y1, y2 and a are related to the critical damage forces.

4.3. Identification method for interface propagation parameters 

A simple way to identify the propagation parameters is to compare the mechanical 

dissipation yielded by the two approaches of Damage Mechanics and Linear Elastic Fracture 

Mechanics. This was performed in [13], and only the results will be presented below. In the 

case of pure-mode situations, when the critical energy release rate reaches its stabilized value at 

the propagation denoted by O::, we obtain:
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For a mixed-mode loading situation, a standard LEFM model [ 14] is simply derived: 

_§_ + G:£1 + G:!n = 1 ( la ( la ( la G!J. Gfzi Gfzn 

4.4. Extension with delay effects 

(8) 

(9) 

In order to obtain, in all cases, a consistent model for the description of rupture, a variant of 

the previous damage model that introduces delay effects [8-13, 15, 16] is applied. In quasi-static 

problems, the use of such damage evolution laws implicitly introduces a length scale into the 

governing equations of the problem and thus avoids the pathological mesh sensitivity for 

composite structures. 

5. FRACTURE MECHANICS TESTS 

5.1. Introduction 

The aim of this section is to present the classical Fracture Mechanics tests which have been 

chosen to identify the interface damage model. In a second step, these examples will be 

predicted with the help of our F.E. code and then compared with experimental results. The 

tests conducted in this work are the pure-mode I DCB (Double-Cantilever Beam) Test [ 17], the 

pure-mode II ENF (End-Notched Flexure) test [18], and two mixed-mode tests: the MMF 

(Mixed-Mode Flexure) test and the CLS (Cracked-Lap Shear) test [19] (Figure 4). These tests 

were conducted on an INSTRON testing machine at ambient temperature, and the displacement 

rate loading was set at 2 mm min-I in the DCB and CLS tests and at 1 mm min-I in the ENF 

and MMF tests. The F.E. predictions were conducted on HP 735 machines. 

The D.C.B test is probably encountered the most often in the literature. In this mode I test, 

the links between Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics and Damage allow identifying the Y c 

damage model parameter. The E.N.F test is used to obtain the critical energy release rate in 

mode II. Using both mode I and mode II experimental results, the links between Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics and Damage allow identifying the y1 damage model parameter. The

hypothesis (y1 =y2) is made without any further experimental information on mode III. In the

M.M.F test, a mixed-mode critical energy release rate is obtained. In this mixed-mode test, 
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mode I is dominant. The evolution of the damageable area is refined. Each specimen tested is a 

[(+l¥-0)48/(-l¥+0)4sl laminate with 0 = 0°, 22.5° or 45°, according to the three kinds of ±o 

interlaminar interfaces investigated. The stacking sequence is equilibrated and symmetric in 

each arm of the beam in order to suppress any bending/twisting-membrane coupling effect. 

Such tests are usually analyzed by means of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). 

Nevertheless, in the case of carbon-epoxy laminates, the main assumptions of LEFM are not 

always satisfied even in the simple case of a D.C.B. specimen. This is true, in particular, in the 

case of: non-unidirectional stacking sequences and R-curve-like phenomena. In the former 

case, inner layer damage mechanisms may be activated; they lead to an apparent energy release 

rate different from the local interfacial one. In this case, a damage analysis of the layers and 

interfaces should be performed [11]. 

t f§ DCB test 
a) pure mode I 

A 
LF 

k 
ENF test 

b) pure mode II 

t LF 

A 
MMFtest 

c) 57% mode I 

FFJ I t!. 
CLS test

d) .. 20%mode I 

Figure 4. Standard Fracture Mechanics tests. 

5.2. Identification of the damageable interface propagation parameters 

From the corrected critical energy release rates at propagation (Figure 5) [ 11] and from the 

relationships existing between Fracture Mechanics and Damage Mechanics (8), we deduce the 

values of the critical energies Yc and the coupling coefficient 'Yl· Without any further 

information on mode III interlaminar fracture, let us recall that we can choose '¥2 = 'YI, which

is justified at least for a ±45° interface. The identification results are reported in Table 1. For 

each kind of interface, the parameter a, which governs the shape of the failure locus in the 
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mixed-mode (9), is identified in the normalized mode I/mode II plane (Figure 6). It is observed 

that a is always greater than 1, and we can choose the same parameter a for the two ±e 

interfaces (e"" 0°). 

Table 1. Interface model parameters. 

Interface Yc (N mm-1) '¥1 a 
oo!oo 0.113 ± 0.007 0.37 ± 0.15 1.59 

±22.5° 0.167 ± 0.013 0.36 ± 0.17 1.12 

±45° 0. 192 ± 0.014 0.44 ± 0.16 1.19 

With the ±e interfaces, the dissipative phenomena inside the layers are not insignificant in 

particular for the case (e = ±45°), and thus a critical damage force may not be entirely attributed 

to the delamination process. In fact, by introducing the dissipation inside the layer it is possible 

to clearly identify the intrinsic damage interface parameters [ 11]. Let us note that the interface 

parameters seem to be independent of e for all ±e interfaces with e 'f. 0°. Let us also note that 

the (0°/0°) interface appears to be something artificial. However, such an "artificial" interface 

can be introduced, for example, to describe an initial crack in a thick layer. 

• o•1o• 
EJ 22.s•1-22.s• 

�-soot·····················t······················t·L�0�4�s�·�/�-4�s�·�� 
(.) 4 001-·····················i········l 
(!) 
al 3 0 0 1-····················+· 
0 
� 2 0 0 1-·················· !·· 0 (.) 

1 0 0 
0 

DCB ENF MMF CLS

Figure 5. Critical energy release rates at propagation. 
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Figure 6. Identification of a for the ±45° interface. 

5.3. Simulation of classical Fracture Mechanics tests 

Tridimensional F.E. predictions are conducted, with the shape of the delaminaton front also 

being predicted. The tests of crack propagation in interlaminar fracture specimens are usually 

conducted on beam specimens with an initiated crack at the studied interface. Our specimens 

are 300 mm long and 20 mm wide. The mean thickness of a single ply is on the order of 0. 1 

mm, and one element in the thickness is chosen for the prediction. An anti-adhesive film 40 

mm long and 25 !liD thick is inserted at the mid-plane in order to initiate cracking. From a 

computational point of view, an interface of zero stiffness rigidity is used, in combination with 

unilateral contact conditions, in order to model the initial crack (anti-adhesive film) in the F.E. 

predictions. 

The evolution of the damaged area is then refined for all test predictions. Experimental 

results and finite element predicted values exhibit good correlation (Figures 7 -I 0). In 

particular, the lengths of the debonding area are found to be close. 
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Figure 7. Prediction of a D.C.B. test. Comparison between experimental results and predicted 

values. The initial crack closure is a= 50 mm. The evolution of the crack length at the end of the 

test is 23mm. 
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Figure 8. Prediction of an E.N.F. test. Comparison between experimental results and predicted 

values. The initial crack closure is a=68mm. The evolution of the crack length at the end of the 

test is 77mm. 
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Figure 9. Prediction of an M.M.F. test. Comparison between experimental results and predicted 

values. The initial crack closure is a=45mm, the crack length at the end of the test is 32.77mm. 
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Figure 10. C.L.S. test: comparison of the initiation of the delamination crack between 

experimental results and predicted values. 
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After each Fracture Mechanics test, the experimental delamination shape of the test 

specimen is highlighted by an X-ray photograph. For the unidirectional M55J/M18 material, 

the X-ray shape is shown in Figure 11 for the D.C.B. , E.N.F., M.M.F. and C.L.S. tests. The 

delamination front is not straight in the width direction of the test specimens. Near the edge, 

there is curvature of the delamination front in all tests. In the case of the C.L.S. test, this shape 

is not symmetric. The computed shape of the delamination area is shown for the D.C.B. test 

in Figure 12. It should be noted that the curvature of the delamination front is greater for tests 

conducted with the M55J/Ml8 material withe angle values other than 0 degrees. 

Figure I I. X-ray delamination shape photograph in the unidirectional material case. 

T1 T2 

Figure I 2. Prediction of the delamination front in the D.C.B. test. 
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6. INITIATION PREDICTION 

The study of the initiation of a delamination crack is often investigated by means of Edge 

Delamination Tension specimens [20]. In this case, Fracture Mechanics is not well adapted. 

In addition, delamination, especially at its onset, appears to result from an intricate interaction 

between inner layer damage mechanisms and the deterioration of the interlaminar interface 

itself [3]. Under such conditions, it seems adequate to use the previously-defmed mesomodel 

for the layer and the interface. 

In order to emphasize the value of the Damage Mechanics of Interface in the prediction of 

initiation, let us consider the case where damage phenomena are located in both layers and 

interfaces. An EDT specimen under tension was simulated. In such a case the numerical 

problem is set in a strip perpendicular to the edge. This type of problem has been studied in a 

similar way in [6, 21]. The simulations are compared with experimental results in the case of a 

[03,±452,90]8 M55J/M18 material specimen. Delamination occurs at the mid-plane interface. 

The values of the longitudinal strain at the onset of delamination are compared. This example 

shows the necessity of including all the damage mechanisms into the delamination analysis 

even for quite simple specimens. The edge is straight and the problem to solve can be set up as 

a generalized plain strain problem in a strip perpendicular to the edge. In the previous test, the 

delamination starts on the 0°/0° interface and after this initiation point, the load can still 

increase, with the maximum value of the applied tension load being around three times the 

initiation load. Without taking the inner layer mechanisms into account in our Finite Element 

Analysis, the initiation and maximum load coincide. Introducing the inner damage 

mechanisms (namely, the transverse and shear microcracking), the delamination propagation 

then becomes stable under increasing tension up to the fiber rupture of the 0° plies [22]. Figure 

13 depicts the state of damage before the final failure of the specimen. The comparison 

between the predicted values and the experimental results is quite encouraging, and the location 

of the onset of delamination was correctly predicted (Figure 14). 
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Figure 13. The laminate is a M55J/MI8 [03, ±45z, 90]sym stacking sequence. The F.E. damage

prediction of the quarter-section represents shear failure in the ±45° layers . 
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Figure 14. A crack first appears in the central interface (quarter of interface). 

7. HOLED PLATE IN TENSION 

Let us consider the structural computation example defined in Figure 15. It is a holed plate 

[+ 22.5°, -22.5°]s subjected to tension. The loading history is shown in Figure 16. At any 

point and at any time, the code is able to yield the "intensity" of the various damage 

mechanisms up until the ultimate fracture. The main damage mechanism herein is 

delamination, i.e. the deterioration of the (22.5°/-22.5°) interface. Figure 17 shows the value of
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the damage variable "d3" at times T1 and T2 . The increase in the delaminated area is very 

significant. The layer's damage mechanisms are weakly excited (Figure 18). 

LAMINATE MODELLING 

Figure 15. A structural computation example. 
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Figure 16. Loading history. 
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Figure 17. Damage variable J1 of the (22.5°/-22.5°) interface at times T 1 and T2. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A mesomodel of laminate structure has been built and identified for various composites. 

Resistance to delamination can be characterized by a few material parameters. Comparisons 

with experimental results proved to be very satisfactory. 

However, calculations performed with such a mesomodel lead to very large computational 

times. A present challenge is to develop a more effective computational strategy and, in 

particular, to use parallel computers. 
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